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AutoML is growing to become a hot topic in both industry
and academia [8]. In fact, multiple surveys have studied, benchmarked, and analyzed the current state-of-the-art on AutoML solutions [8, 11]. However, to the best of our knowledge, this manuscript presents the first solution to make use of software agents
to automate multiple processes within the ML pipeline. Our multiagent system (MAS) is comprised of a set of agents that are able
to autonomously capture data, pre-process them, and make them
available for ML models, which are also embedded by such agents.
The goal is to have a fully-autonomous ML pipeline.
The conceived MAS is currently implemented in a real-world setting, being used by a mobile solution to display daily traffic flow and
ultraviolet forecasts to citizens of big urban centers [5]. The MAS
hosts two main entities, entitled as The Collector and ML Architect,
working twenty-four hours seven days a week. This demonstration
focuses on the ability of such a MAS to autonomously gather and
collect significant data from a city’s environment and to go through
the entire ML pipeline, making use of the best candidate models to
provide accurate forecasts, as described in the next lines.

ABSTRACT
Machine Learning (ML) focuses on giving machines the ability to
forecast, predict, or classify without being explicitly programmed
to do so. To achieve such goals, large amounts of data are used to
conceive models that can adapt to unseen data and to new scenarios.
However, applying ML models to real-world business domains is a
resource-intensive and time-consuming effort. Automated machine
learning (AutoML) emerged as a way to ease such processes. With
this in mind, this study introduces a multi-agent system (MAS) that
autonomously go through the entire ML pipeline, with different
entities being responsible for the data collection process, for preprocessing the data, and for deploying the best candidate ML model.
The conceived MAS is currently implemented in a real-world setting, addressing important societal challenges raised by big urban
centers. The obtained results show that this solution proved to be
beneficial not only for the data collection and pre-processing tasks,
but also for the automated execution of ML models.
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THE COLLECTOR

A software agent, entitled as The Collector, was conceived to autonomously collect data from a set of public APIs. This agent is
the one responsible for creating and feeding constantly growing
datasets. It went live on July 24th 2018 and has been collecting data
uninterruptedly. The Collector monitors a set of cities and their environmental parameters. It is a modular and configurable agent that
can, at any time, start collecting data for any city worldwide. It was
developed using Java as programming language, being remotely
deployed in an Ubuntu 18.04 machine. Its data collection service is
open-source, being available on GitHub, under an Apache License
(https://github.com/brunofmf/SmartCity-API).
At the time of writing, four distinct API clients are being queried.
One, the Pollution Client, uses Open Weather Maps and Open Air
Quality APIs. From the first, the agent obtains data about air pollution, including ozone and ultraviolet indexes as well as carbon
monoxide, sulfur, and nitrogen dioxide ones. From the second, it
extracts data such as black carbon, and particulate matters 2.5 and
10, among others. On the other hand, the Weather Client uses Open
Weather Maps API to obtain data about the weather including,
among others, the weather description, temperature, humidity, atmospheric pressure, wind speed, and cloudiness. It also obtains
three days of weather forecasts.
The Traffic Flow Client uses TomTom Traffic Flow API to obtain
data about the flow of vehicles in several roads of the sensed cities.
As features it includes the road identification, the functional road
class describing the road type, the current speed in km/h at the

INTRODUCTION

Machine Learning (ML) has been rising to prominence. This subdomain of Artificial Intelligence focuses on giving machines the
ability to classify, predict, or forecast, without being explicitly programmed to do so, being able to address complex non-deterministic
problems. Several distinct stakeholders are currently using ML. Examples include the use of ML for time-series forecasting [6, 10],
medical imaging [3, 7], boredom and stress detection [2, 4], and
quantum physics [1, 9]. This diversity brought the need for an
automated way to implement and conduct ML processes. In fact,
the typical ML pipeline consists in a set of steps that go from data
collection to model training and deployment. With this in mind,
automated machine learning (AutoML) can be understood as the
automation of the ML pipeline, i.e., the use of automated processes
for the application of ML models to real-world problems.
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observed road, the free-flow speed in km/h expected under ideal
free-flow conditions, the current travel time in seconds, and the
travel time in seconds that would be expected under ideal conditions, among others. The Traffic Incidents Client uses TomTom
Traffic Incidents API to obtain data about road incidents for the
same cities. As incidents, we may consider jams, accidents, or closed
roads, among others. As features, one may find the incident description, its category, the magnitude of the delay it is causing, the cause
of the incident, the delay in seconds, and the length in meters of
the traffic jam, among others.
As soon as The Collector starts, it autonomously collects data
and dumps it to a database shared with other agents. The Collector
makes API calls, using HTTP Get requests, every 120 minutes for
pollution APIs, every 60 minutes for weather APIs, and every 20
minutes for the traffic ones. These timings are the default ones
and all are runtime configurable. The Collector then parses the
received JSON object and stores it in a MySQL database (version
14.14 and distribution 5.7.29) using an InnoDB engine (version
5.7.29). Currently, the database holds tens of millions of records,
which are used to train and conceive state-of-the-art ML models.

3

data structures, with data being stored in documents that contain
fields mapping values. Documents are, in turn, stored in collections,
which are documents’ containers used to organize data and build
queries. Documents support several data types, including strings,
numbers, and complex nested objects. Any other agent, or software,
that subscribes to ML Architect’s feeds, gets access to daily forecasts.
That is the case of SafeCity, where each user of the mobile application assumes the persona of an agent, subscribing to ML Architect’s
feeds and, thus, accessing forecasts and predictions made by this
agent.

4

DEMO

This manuscript’s demonstration focuses on the conception and
use of a MAS for automated ML. The MAS holds agents that autonomously gather city’s environmental data and that are responsible for fulfilling the entire ML pipeline. While The Collector is
constantly gathering data for multiple cities, the ML Architect is using ML models to provide accurate forecasts, following a publishersubscriber pattern. In particular, the ML Architect currently holds
and implements state-of-the-art deep learning models to forecast
the traffic flow at multiple cities as well as their ultraviolet index. SafeCity subscribes to ML Architect’s feeds, thus providing
actionable forecasts to its users. Figure 2 depicts the main views of
SafeCity, in particular the one presenting traffic flow forecasts based
on ML Architect’s forecasts. A demonstration video is available at
https://youtu.be/bC8mNBKsNXA.

ML ARCHITECT

The ML Architect is the agent responsible for pre-processing all data
in order to guarantee that it is ready to be fed to the ML models.
It is also the one responsible for updating, training, and using ML
models to provide accurate forecasts and predictions. An hourly
job executes the deployed models and disseminates predictions and
forecasts. For that, it uses real-time data, gathered by The Collector,
to obtain predictions and forecasts. This agent was conceived using
Python, version 3.7, and is remotely deployed in the same Ubuntu
18.04 machine as The Collector. Figure 1 provides a high-level view
of the ML pipeline implemented by the conceived agents.

Figure 1: High-level view of the ML pipeline implemented
by each agent

Figure 2: Views of SafeCity’s mobile application, presenting
traffic flow forecasts based on ML Architect’s forecasts

As soon as the ML Architect intends to use a ML model, its first
behavior is to obtain the required data. Then, it autonomously prepares the data as required by the model it aims to use. It then uses
the most up-to-date pre-trained model to obtain forecasts, dumping
the obtained values to a cloud platform. In fact, the ML Architect
follows a publisher-subscriber pattern, i.e., after executing the ML
models and obtaining the respective forecasts, the model’s output
is then committed to a feed that is subscribed by other agents. Currently, the ML Architect is using Firebase’s Cloud Firestore, a flexible
and scalable database for mobile, web, and server development from
Google’s Cloud Platform. Cloud Firestore is a cloud-hosted, NoSQL
database, with a data model that supports flexible and hierarchical

Overall, the MAS implements an automated ML service that
has been running for several months uninterruptedly. It not only
has been collecting and creating new datasets that keep growing
constantly, but it also deploys ML models that are used to obtain
daily forecasts. In particular, SafeCity uses the conceived MAS
to obtain traffic flow and ultraviolet index forecasts. In addition,
SafeCity implements a traffic alert service, which warns users, every
morning, about high traffic hours for their city for the day.
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